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VERSE 1:
I think "We Should Be Friends",
(in love), we'll be fighting over over again.
Together, we'll be causing soo much pain,
I'm the one who's "fighting" through all my veins.
Everytime, you call me girl,
my heart puts a smile and skips a beat.
I want to put you in ma' heaven tree,
and show the world that's "how we meant to be."
We want to be forever,
but our hearts stopping us from being together.
We need to do something about this matter,
otherwise, our love will be crushed forever.
Come-on baby, please do something?
Your the only one who can fight these wrong thing.
We can do the same, release the power!
and let's destroy these miserable things.

CHORUS:
"All these fights we had",
"We gotta' let the pains out",
"from our heart".
"(In Love) Everything, is tearing us apart",
"Instead - We Should Be Friends".
"No one cares about us anymore",
"I can't handle this pain anymore",
"I can't believe this is happening like before",
"We Should Be Friends".

VERSE 2:
We used to shop together,
every single day.
We used to be close together,
in millions of way.
We used to eat together,
but that just faded away.
How did this change?
That we're meant to be together?
We used to hold hands,
like everywhere.
Going to the same old place,
that we used to play.
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I used to sing to you,
like everyday.
You used to love it, smiling...
Hugging n' Kissing me all day.

CHORUS:
"All these fights we had",
"We gotta' let the pains out",
"from our heart".
"(In Love) Everything, is tearing us apart",
"Instead - We Should Be Friends".
"No one cares about us anymore",
"I can't handle this pain anymore",
"I can't believe this is happening like before",
"We Should Be Friends".

CHORUS CONTINUED TO ENDING:
"People knows the truth that we shared",
"I know we had alot of games n' played",
"the conversation doesn't stop here",
"but We Should Be Friends".

"Everytime, I used to call",
"You didn't even pick up the phone & ignored",
"the conversation doesn't stop here",
"but We Should Be Friends".
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